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1

A Suitcase of Stories

The whole of our father’s history, it seemed to us children, was 
held in two large leather suitcases, his informal archive  It never 
occurred to us to ask how a life lived for many years in the public 
eye could settle so easily into just two suitcases because then, in 
the 1950s, we had no idea our father was famous, let alone how 
famous or for how long  To us, the suitcases simply contained his 
props and, like a magician, he spun stories, fables, and dreams 
out of them  

The suitcases were extraordinary in themselves  Heavy brown 
leather with brass clip-snap closings, their corners damaged, 
their handles loose, the stitching unravelling  Faded travel labels 
hinting at exotic destinations had been scraped and torn leaving 
blue fragments which we tried to decipher, following the lines 
with curious fingers  Only Dad was strong enough to carry them  

Occasionally, on a winter evening, one or other of the suitcases 
would be retrieved from our mysterious spare room and opened 
on to the sitting room floor, spilling out photographs, scrapbooks, 
papers, and a glorious muddle of souvenirs, letters and newspapers  
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This usually happened in response to a request from somebody 
– a journalist, a fan or football historian as we later realised – 
for information or a particular photograph but it was also our 
opportunity to explore among the papers and to ask questions 
which we knew would trigger Dad’s reminiscences  We children 
would settle down to listen expectantly to stories we had heard 
many times before, always familiar but always different  Dad was 
a sparkling raconteur  We were smiling before he even began to 
reminisce and we were helpless with laughter by the time the 
performance was under way  The more we laughed, the more 
he added to his stories so that we were always surprised by new 
details, a change of tone, the introduction of a new character 
energetically imitated, spellbound as our familiar room was 
transformed into a circus of wonderful events  Over the years, 
the stories seemed to expand – one story into another – until we 
believed we must surely have the whole story 

The time I am describing began when we moved to Bath 
in 1950  It seemed that in our confusing family history there 
were four of everything; four towns, four houses, four football 
clubs, four children  In fact, by the time we moved to Bath from 
Blackburn via Kettering and Watford there were only three  The 
fourth one was the oldest, our brother Tony, already 20 and out 
in the world, building his life and career in Burnley  Only Margot 
who was ten, my brother Mike who was three and me at seven 
moved into the house which was the nearest we ever got to a 
home  For us younger children it seemed that our life started right 
there in that house, there in Bath  We were too young to have a 
remembered past, just a few fragments that barely added up to 
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memories  We didn’t anticipate a future either, or at least nothing 
had been mentioned  Whatever the future held, it was somehow 
anchored here in this house, in Bath  Our parents moved in and 
organised their possessions, and we spilled out behind the removal 
men, happily f lowing like water into every room, through doors 
and into the large garden with fields beyond  We flourished in 
the deep breath of relief our parents took  We felt them gather 
us close and for the first time in 11 years allow themselves to feel 
safe  They fostered that feeling and we enjoyed it for the five short 
years we were able to  We seemed to understand that, for the time 
being and for some unknown reason, the now was more important 
than any past or any future and that we were safe 

One reason, I was to learn later, was that their past simply 
refused to make sense  It had been too quick in passing, too 
dramatic  They had lost track of whatever logic it might have 
had in the shock of change  There had been the rapid turnover 
of houses and towns, a growing family, the struggle for familiar 
securities after six long years of war  And there had been the loss 
of youth, behind which was a story of fame and glory  

Like many other young men and women who were barely 31 
when war was declared and 37 when demobilisation began, there 
was stolen time to be retrieved or grieved for  My father carried his 
own particular sense of loss and his own particular grief  Age and 
injury had stalked his body during the war years and brought his 
footballing career to a virtual end in 1943  When the war ended, 
he was completely unprepared for a future he could not imagine 
and set adrift from himself by what he considered a betrayal  My 
mother, struggling in the slipstream of his career, alone for long 
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periods during the war with two and then three children, had 
not been well since the birth of my younger brother in 1947  Even 
as they both embraced the apparent respite of Bath I think they 
must have feared that security was as far away as before  And so 
it turned out that Dad, drawing on his characteristic energy and 
optimism, had little option but to embrace the present  Perhaps 
this is why he shared little of his past with us  Although he was 
only 42 by the time we arrived in Bath, whatever had gone before 
seemed a very long time ago and he had lost touch with the reality 
of much of it himself 

Of his Bristol past, of the city where we later learned he was 
born and grew up, of his childhood we had only the briefest 
glimpses  In 1950, when I was seven, I didn’t know Bristol was 
just around the corner from us in Bath  There were a few occasions 
when clues rather than stories from his Bristol childhood slipped 
out on the f low of memory  There was so much he couldn’t 
or wouldn’t tell his young family about a poverty-stricken and 
struggling childhood  And the scale of what he couldn’t tell us, of 
crowded houses, of unemployment, of street gangs, of ugly streets 
and hungry faces meant that only the tiniest anecdotal glimpses 
found their way into our lives  It would be many years before, 
shocked by my mother’s illness and with his dinner uneaten in 
front of him, he began talking without prompting and without 
restraint about his early years, as if her temporary absence had 
stripped him of his adult life and returned him to his youthful 
experiences in Bristol 

I would like to write that the first Bristol story began at the 
beginning  It would be comfortably reassuring to state, ‘Eddie 
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Hapgood was born…’ but we could never be sure when the 
beginning began  ‘You can pick any date you want for the date 
of Eddie Hapgood’s birth,’ or so he would say with a laugh  The 
vagueness became a family joke and quite irrelevant beside the 
fact that he was definitely born, the ninth of Emily and Harry 
Hapgood’s ten children, in Bristol on 14, 24 or 27 September 
in 1908 or 1909  We celebrated his birthday on 27 September 
which, he said, had become the accepted date although, he would 
continue, he was really born on 14 September  The vagueness 
was no affectation  At that time we thought it rather fairytale-
like, distinctive and eccentric, but in fact I think it was simply a 
reflection of the difficult social and family times into which he 
arrived  His brother Percy had been born in 1906, and the last 
of the family, Iris, was to come in 1911  There was also a house 
move in 1908  It would have been easy for those September dates 
when Dad arrived to slip and slide  

The first story (as we saw it), and certainly the earliest memory 
he shared with us, was about his mother and was told many times  
Emily Hapgood was always a shadowy figure to us  She had died 
as World War II came to an end and we youngest children were 
just beginning our lives or had yet to be born  Sometime between 
the end of a war and the confusion of peacetime, it seems her 
presence was lost to us  Yet memories of her bracket the story 
of Dad’s early life in Bristol and gave us momentary but abiding 
glimpses of her and of his childhood  As a boy, or so he said, he 
would sit on the steps leading from the kitchen to the street and 
watch her doing the weekly wash  He enjoyed looking outwards 
watching people moving up and down the street, anticipating the 
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time when he was old enough to run free with his older brothers, 
Tom and Percy  Meanwhile, he shared the kitchen with toddler 
Iris, no doubt keeping an eye on her while his mother worked 
her way through the relentless demands of an early-20th-century 
washday  She used her arms as mangles, he told us, and he would 
twist imaginary sheets around and around his own arms as if they 
were massive snakes in imitation of her much-practised actions  
He was fascinated, he said, by the way they coiled in muscular 
folds across her body, in and out of her arms and over her shoulder, 
as the water ran into the sink  ‘When the last drops fell, the 
sheet was shaken out, folded and stacked on top of the others 
waiting to be run through the metal and wood mangle standing 
in the corner,’ he continued, acting out the stages one by one  
The intensity of his description conjured up the force of a specific 
moment and yet washday and its ritual activities must have seeped 
through the days, weeks and years of his memory  

This story was extraordinary, almost disturbing in its vividness  
What he didn’t tell us – and was not part of the story; he barely 
knew it himself – is that, before he was born, Emily Hapgood, 
with eight children of her own to wash for, had taken in washing 
from others  In 1906 she became the chief supporter of the family; 
‘Washerwoman’ was the contemporary label  Perhaps she still 
needed to do washing even when pregnant with Eddie and after 
he was born  Perhaps, too, that is why the picture remained so 
vivid for him, witnessing if not understanding his mother’s labour 
and surely her exhaustion  

Another part of the story we were never told was why Emily 
had been so poor  We knew all about being poor; it was a frequent 
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and powerful element of any number of fairy stories and folk tales 
so we had no need to ask questions  Dad would have no desire 
to tell  The truth was that in 1905 Emily had chosen poverty 
over an unhappy marriage  She and Dad’s father Harry had been 
separated for nearly two years before Dad was born  In fact, he 
almost missed being born in Bristol, or indeed, being born at all  

Shortly after getting married in 1892, Emily and Harry had 
moved from Bristol’s shrinking industrial base to find work in the 
coal mines of South Wales with their two children  No doubt they 
were also trying to leave behind the dirt and pollution of industrial 
Bristol and the dangers of an area which, in 1889, was increasingly 
squalid, lawless and violent  They stayed in South Wales for 15 
years, moving house on several occasions  Then, in 1907, Emily, 
with six more children, decided to take herself and all the children 
back on her own to Bristol  If Dad ever knew what triggered such 
a drastic action then he never told us, but Emily must have been 
desperate to risk possible social ignominy and subsistence living 
over a working husband  She returned to the district she grew 
up in where industrial decline was now chronic, unemployment 
steadily rising and workers’ houses sinking into slums  

Tucked behind the magnificent facade of Bristol Temple 
Meads Station, just a few minutes’ walk to the north-east was 
the Dings, a tiny, tightly packed community of about 130 houses 
on interlinked streets  In this unhappy year Emily found a home 
for herself and her children in Anvil Street, in the shadow of the 
railway arches, in the Dings area, a stone’s throw from where 
she had first met Harry  They had moved into empty rooms and 
Emily set about rebuilding her family’s life  ‘A hovel with sacks 
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for carpets, boxes for furniture and frequent infestations of bugs,’ 
her daughter Stella, aged eight at this time, recalled much later in 
life  It was here that Emily first took in washing  Her elder sister, 
Kate, and her daughters Kate and Edith, who were now working, 
helped out  It was not long before Harry made his own way back 
to Bristol and persuaded Emily to start again  They moved into 
better accommodation and it was at 4 Clarks Building, union 
Road, in the heart of the Dings, that Dad was born  Whichever 
way you look at it, union Road symbolically announced Dad’s 
conception and birth, the reuniting of the Hapgood family and 
Harry’s return to Bristol 

As times improved for the Hapgood family, they moved 
again  Only Iris, Percy and Dad still lived with their parents  
The front door of 23 Ranelagh Street, Barton Hill, frames 
Dad’s last memory of Bristol and of home before he left to 
begin his professional footballing career in Kettering  Emily 
had packed a bag for him  She leaned against the door jamb 
accepting his departure, perhaps proud, but surely saddened by  
the loss of her youngest son  As he walked away he looked back 
to wave  That was how he saw her then and it was an image 
he never forgot  

This story was not one of those we heard so often  It was 
prompted many years later by reading Laurie Lee’s autobiography, 
As I Walked out One Midsummer Morning  Lee was a few years 
younger than my father and grew up in rural Gloucestershire not 
urban Bristol, but the book opens with an account of a common 
experience – that of a young man leaving his mother and his 
childhood home to take on the world  ‘She stood old and bent at 
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the top of the bank,’ Dad read out loud, ‘silently watching me go 
… not questioning why I went  At the bend of the road I looked 
back again and saw the golden light die behind her; then I turned 
the corner … and closed that part of my life forever ’ 

The book was a Christmas present and when he looked up 
there were tears in his eyes as he shared with us all how he had said 
goodbye to his mother, to Bristol and to his childhood  He had 
walked away, he said, with anticipation and perhaps something 
of a swagger  Just in time, his nephew Jack raced after him to say 
goodbye and at the end of the street was rewarded with a silver 
threepenny piece  That was the gesture of a young man convinced 
that, at last, his adult life was beginning  Surprised by his emotion, 
we understood or guessed perhaps, how much he had loved her  
But if that was the case, I find it even harder to explain how little 
we learned  If Tony had not been divided from us by age and 
experience we would certainly have heard his stories  We all had 
our own stories but when do families ever sit around a table and 
sort out who heard what, knew what?

Another familiar anecdote was about his time at Hannah More 
School in St Philips Marsh  It was not a pleasant experience  
Twisting his hands into rigid arthritic shapes, he would 
demonstrate to us how the teacher held his hand, squeezing his 
fingers so painfully against his pen that he could barely concentrate 
on the task of improving his handwriting  He told the story as a 
joke with extravagant, pantomime gestures, but we knew it had a 
bitter edge  Perhaps he didn’t sit easily under the unyielding and 
conformist discipline of the time  Perhaps he felt picked on as most 
children do at some point of their school lives  Fairness is a value 
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that children weigh precisely  It seemed trivial, not so very different 
from our own groans and moans about our day at school, but 
we felt his emotions flowed far more deeply than we understood 
from this simple story  Is this why I remember my mother’s 
often expressed embarrassment with her own immaculately neat 
handwriting which, she said, was more printing than writing? 
Mum did the letter-writing to us all in those pre-digital days, but 
I remember too my father’s handwriting, confident, and ‘ joined-
up’ and usually indicating important messages  ‘Dear Michael,’ he 
wrote to my brother on 2 February 1972, ‘Lynne had a baby boy 
on Feb 1st @ 8 15 p m  Dad ’ I can’t remember why this note got 
back to me but as I slipped it from the envelope, I recognised his 
flowing writing instantly 

Mike had discovered his father’s Bristol when he worked there 
in the 1990s and he had located Hannah More School some time 
previously  Over the years, we had fallen into an informal routine 
of occasional days out together, using the excuse of some event 
or other to walk and talk and catch up  As we explored Bristol’s 
hinterland where our father grew up, we arrived at the school 
gates when afternoon playtime was ending and the children were 
trailing back into the school building  The supervising teacher, 
startled and slightly defensive, finally agreed to show us the school  
Built on the Victorian model with classrooms leading from the 
main assembly area and a mezzanine floor raised on painted steel 
columns leading to further classrooms and offices, it must have 
looked exactly the same a century ago  We stood in the assembly 
area on a gleaming parquet floor that must surely have been the 
original one where my father and his brothers had gathered each 
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term-time morning, and where morning prayers would have been 
recited  It was a strange experience, the nearest I had yet come 
to something concrete connecting the story-telling of the father 
I knew with the little boy he was  I didn’t want to leave  I wanted 
to stand, to allow my father’s story of pain and humiliation to find 
its place among the run-of-the-mill experiences of generations of 
children  I wanted to take the time to imagine him, and perhaps 
Percy and Tom, lining up with their peers, sitting cross-legged to 
listen to the headmistress, where I was now standing  I wanted, at 
least, to take some photographs  Schools do not, of course, have 
time for dreaming, and casual photographs are now banned for 
security reasons so, with many thanks, we walked away 

Dad’s other favourite Bristol story and the most dramatic was 
an example of derring-do in which he emerged in a more heroic 
guise than an anguished schoolboy  He would dive, he told us, into 
the harbour where the ships were moored and on one never-to-be-
forgotten day brought home a haul of peanuts  The piratical glory 
of this deed fitted perfectly the drama of his narration and stoked 
our admiration of an adolescent life lived with such gusto  How 
could a boy, even my startlingly capable father, board a huge cargo 
ship from harbour waters? How possible was it to dive between 
concrete harbour walls and the walls of a cargo steamer and come 
out alive? Was making off with a haul of peanuts the same as us 
scrumping forbidden pears from a low-hanging branch on the way 
to school? It sounded much, much more dangerous and altogether 
more awe-inspiring  

Of course, I had never seen a harbour so it was all guesswork 
and he left out most of the story; perhaps he didn’t know it  In 
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1924, when Dad was 16, the SS Ettrick grounded at Horseshoe 
Bend in the River Avon, a common event in a tidal river which 
flowed over a narrowing, silted-up quagmire of deep, silky mud  
The routine was familiar and most were able to be re-floated on 
the incoming tide  On this occasion her crew failed to re-float 
her  During the night the Ettrick capsized, emptying her gifts 
of tobacco, cigarettes, sweets and, no doubt, peanuts on to the 
sloping, slippery banks  News must have spread quickly, drawing 
youths from the city and surrounding villages to see what they 
could scavenge for themselves and their families  An eyewitness 
account claimed that his whole village had boots for the winter  
This was fair gain; few children would have hesitated to help 
themselves to heaven-sent booty  Whether or not the Ettrick was 
the source of Dad’s story I’ll never know, but I can guess that, 
even if it wasn’t, local legend can rapidly be appropriated and 
embroidered into personal history by an adventurous teenager  

These briefest hints of a past time were intermingled and 
obscured with many other equally familiar and often repeated 
stories  These stories were of football, of Arsenal Football Club, 
of travel, of adventures in Europe, of players he had played with 
and players he had played against, reminiscences as photos were 
brought out and put back, demonstrations of this footballer’s style, 
or that footballer’s tackles  Stories about men whose names and 
personalities peopled our sitting room  Stories about Mum and 
stories about Tony’s childhood  Stories about kings, film stars 
and dictators  Such evenings were a phantasmagoria of events, 
memories, characters without context or chronology  But those 
three stories were all we were told and all we knew about Dad’s 
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Bristol childhood  Then everything was tipped back into the 
suitcases; the lids were closed; it was time for baths and bed  
Mike was swept off and ordinary squabbles and complaints took 
over  Margot announced firmly as she did every night that she 
should go to bed later than me because she was older  I lurked 
behind the sofa, sure that if I stayed quiet I would be forgotten  
Soon we were all in bed  We had heard the very best of bedtime 
stories  For many years that is just what they remained – stories 


